WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

Representing Leading Furniture Manufacturers For
Auditoriums | Dining Areas | Dormitories
Lecture Halls | Libraries | Lounges | Media Centers

(833) 272-9915 | www.c-sales.com

COMMERCIAL SALES PROUDLY REPRESENTS
Whether choosing seating and table solutions for a classroom,
conference room, or training center, American Seating has long
lasting and stylish solutions that are sure to please. With ergonomic
seating designs, and power and data options incorporated into a
variety of table lines, their product solutions are proven to provide
quality, longevity, and a great return on investment.
As educational and contract furniture needs have evolved through
the years, American Seating has responded with innovative product
solutions for the K-12 and college and university market. They have
developed products that are ergonomically designed, flexible in
nature, and loaded with power and data options.

Bouty and its sister company ADI (Art Design International)
design and manufacture a broad spectrum of seating for the
commercial and public areas. With a rich culture of engineering
and innovation, these companies continually strive to offer
clients furniture that is ergonomically and esthetically designed
while never compromising comfort and durability.

When You Need Solution-Based Tables
Hi5 Furniture, Inc., is a woman-owned, Kansas City, Missouri,
based company established in 2008. All products are
engineered based on utilizing local vendor capabilities. In
2009 during a down economy, Hi5 introduced new business
to several wood mills, steel plants, powder coating and custom
fabrication factories throughout Kansas and Missouri. Hi5
is proud to preserve the tradition of hand crafting furniture in
America. Based in the “Heart of America”, they are committed
to advancing the lives of the people in their local community
while maintaining true American quality. Hi5 manufactures
tables in the contract furniture industry and specializes in
making “customs” as a standard way of doing business. Hi5
provides tables for conference, classroom, training, hospitality,
lounge and collaboration spaces.

THESE INDUSTRY LEADING MANUFACTURERS

Unique. Custom. Innovative.
As the leading global manufacturer of lecture hall and
auditorium furniture, Sedia Systems offers the widest range
of fixed seating for the education, corporate, healthcare,
government and public assembly markets.
Sedia Systems’ client centric approach and their extensive
experience in this space help them deliver elegant and
insightfully designed fixed seating solutions that exceed
their customer’s expectations. When you work with Sedia
Systems you can be sure that we will deliver a space that is
not only functional and efficient, but also beautiful.

Over Seven Decades of Craftsmanship
Savoy Furniture is an American Manufacturer of student housing, residence halls, and military quarters
furniture. All furniture is manufactured in their central Pennsylvania plant, giving Savoy the flexibility
to tailor their product to meet your needs. Presently, Savoy manufactures 10 styles of case goods, 19
styles of upholstered furniture, and infinite combinations of tables and seating. Everything is available
with the choice of several finishes and hundreds of fabric selections. For more than 70 years, John
Savoy and Son, Inc. has proven that furniture can be stylish and comfortable as well as durable for
student and military housing markets.

About Stan Nathanson, President:
Stan is a native of Southern California and has spent almost his entire
working career in commercial furnishings. He received a degree from
CSU Long Beach in Graphic Design. Before working in the commercial
marketplace, Stan worked for a number of large and small firms
applying his graphic design talents.
Stan has manufactured, represented and sold commercial furnishings to
Architects, Designers, Dealers, Government Agencies, and End-Users
for over thirty-five years. Over the last 20 years Stan has specialized
on sales to the educational community, primarily higher education.
He has long-standing relationships with many leading manufacturers
whose products are specifically designed for this marketplace.
Stan lives with his wife in the Inland Empire. He keeps fit and active
playing racquetball on a regular basis.
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